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About This Content

That special time of the year! Customize your truck with a choice of five Christmas paint jobs!

Paint schemes included:

X for Xmas

Deeply Frozen

Santa Driver

Red Freighter

Santa's Sled

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck.
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Title: American Truck Simulator - Christmas Paint Jobs Pack
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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Got banned from the game for playing this game a lot... Yeah really.. I found a bug and told people about it and I got banned
because it means less money in the pocket of killerwallet. Eitherway check it out its a good fun game and I would have kept
playing it. I made a video of the bug that got me banned and I'd link it to show everyone but the dev filed a tastey copyright
infringment notice on it so it's gone. The idea here is that if people don't know about the bug then you don't have to worry about
fixing it. I'm guessing the devs hate me because I exposed the fishing mechanics that this game uses to spawn fish. Basicaly
there are no fish in the water and one just spawns based on a dice roll from a few factors when your bobber lands. Moral of the
story here is don't play buggy and broken games by money grubbing early access devopers who only care about making money
and not about making a game that works.

Edit: I reached out to support about my ban and video take down.
Support (sent by *****@fishingplanet.com)
Using game bugs as cheats and disclosure it on a public channel without sent to the developers is and act of cheating and
disrespect to developer, In your home country it also a crime.
You violate the EULA in a section of using bugs and cheats and not notify developers about it.
Even more, after we move your thread to bug section you start a new thread with the same links, also send them to players in
chats.
This behavior is unacceptable. We suggest to remove the second video from your channel, or we will need to ask youtube to
take down all FP videos from your channel because of EULA violations.

Me:
Not sure if you are trolling me again but:
"Using game bugs as cheats and disclosure it on a public channel without sent to the developers is and act of cheating and
disrespect to developer, In your home country it also a crime."
First the bug was never used as a cheat but merely a way to go under the river. Second the developers are disrespectful to their
community. Also I did report this bug on the forums so, no. And again WTF are you going to try and arrest and sue me under?
The CFAA? GL.
"You violate the EULA in a section of using bugs and cheats and not notify developers about it.
Even more, after we move your thread to bug section you start a new thread with the same links, also send them to players in
chats."
What is this contradicting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t? How can posting a bug on your forums be
considered not telling the developers when you read and deleted the thread in minutes?
"We suggest to remove the second video from your channel, or we will need to ask youtube to take down all FP videos from
your channel because of EULA violations."
Go **** yourselves. Don't worry I deleted all that trash from my channel. I would hate to have anyone even think I supported a
developer like you.
Also run your emails through a proof reader. Those mistakes are unprofessional.

Have a wonderful day.. Hentai version of candy crush =. ITS FANTASTIC! its a great set of lovable yet hilarious music you can
listen to in your spare time! if you cant figure out how to get it to work look at the section labled "about this content" located
under the list of other downloadable content for this game, hope this helps as it took me a while to figure this out on my own! :3.
I honestly say that I tried to enjoy this game. It seems like a fun game but there are a few issues that cause me to not want to
play any more than past the 3rd level. Keep in mind i used KB\/M for my experience.

-Bugs. One specific one I've noticed is in level selection. You go in, can't select your level, exit out, go back in and can select it
again. Easy bug to go around, not a big deal but on top of other things it's quite annoying.

-Incorrect tutorial prompts. One specifically that tells you to use Shift+Space to wallrun, coming from Cloudbuilt, that makes
sense. In reality to wallrun all you have to do is have shift held when near a wall. If you try to press space when around a wall,
you'll immediately jump off, caused quite a few unnecessary deaths. Admitidly so, it is partly my fault for not fixing my habits,
but the game tells you how to do an integral part of the game incorrectly.

-Camera. The camera work is absolutely terrible. For the three levels I did play, it felt like I was constantly fighting the camera
to see where i wanted to look. I even changed my mouse's settings for max DPI and it still felt like the camera was constantly
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trying to snap back to where I wasn't trying to look. It's hard to explain, but it felt like it kept pushing back towards the MC's
line of sight. With lots of corners and trying to move fast, fighting with the camera isn't something I want to have to do.

-Respawn. I have three points with this one, the first is that there is no quick respawn. You have to wait for the whole scene for
the MC to die, even if you know you've missed a jump, you don't have a button to just respawn. The second is that there is no
key locking while respawning, after the screen turns dark you can move from the respawn point, changing the camera angle, and
changing from red to blue or vice versa. Lastly you keep the same camera angle that you had when you died. If you took a 90
degree turn before you died because there was a corner before the next checkpoint, you respawn facing a wall or a cliff, if you
missed your jump and tried to salvage it because theres no quick respawn and you end up dying facing the wrong way, you start
facing backwards. Minor complaint, but on top of fighting with the camera, it's quite annoying to come back like that.. The
games are very well made every cards are cool but the 1st problem is if you dont have money in this game you cant win because
other addicted player have premium pay to win cards your free to play cards cant win against premium. The 2nd problem is you
cant play long because everytime you play your energy exhaust when you fight you have to wait every 15 to 30 minutes to play
against different players or ai. The 3rd problem is when you buy DLC you dont get it because of the bug you have to send a
ticket to get your DLC i only recommend this for rich player who spend thousand of dollars.. Awful game with absolutely zero
support from developers or publishers. Never quite works which is the standard I am coming to expect from Aerosoft!

Even if it's free, don't waste your time on this garbage.

zero out of any number you like.
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This is far from a simulator, but it is a "simulation". It simulates what it would be like to be the protagonist in a movie. The
game is following one person (you) after an accident. It comes complete with campy Hollywood flashback sequences. I finished
the game in a little under 3 hours and couldn't care less about ever seeing it again. If you want to feel like a firefighter there are
other games out there with equally bad graphics, but are real free-play simulators.. There's no multiplayer either offline or
online so it's strictly a one-player affair, and there's not even any AI cars on the road, but if time attacking is your thing, then
this game delivers. With the recent patches smoothing out the experience even more, the price-to-quality ratio is definitely high
on the positive.

All the tracks are point-to-point affairs in rally-like environments, so there's a lot of corners to navigate as can be expected. The
courses are the star of the game, they're fun to drive and each has its own "personality". On a slightly negative note, all of them
are fairly short, each taking only about a minute or so to run through. But it might take many, many attempts before you do beat
them in the allotted time.

As a big of time attacking, Classic Racers scratches that itch very nicely. The developer also is very active and receptive to
player comments.

Personal wishlist:
- Some longer tracks
- Ghosts
- Separation of leaderboards by car class
- Being able to see which car was used in leaderboard entries. I love the Christmas paint jobs. They look really fantastic. My
only complaint would be that they don't come with matching trailor paints as well. It would be really nice to be able to
completely christmas out the truck.. I thought this game was pretty average with a good amount of customisation at first.
Diplomacy system is very lacking (you can send the AI a request that only hurts you and they'll refuse). It's still very fun, but not
something I'd actively recommend.

Then I shot at the galactic central point and made every star near it go supernova, winning a round by nuking the entire galaxy.

I'd definitely recommend people try it, there's a lot of fun to be had in just what you can make and how much damage you can
do.. Pretty fun game, I recommend that anyone who likes riddles tries it.. Good survival game, graphics look amazing. The
immersion in the game is great, very realistic. Although after a while it gets kind of boring since you are working towards
nothing and you can't really stockpile food or water easily so everyday stays a struggle to survive.. The interface is confusing,
but it's a good game once you figure it out.

Important notes:

You can select the type of heist (from the start) by pressing on the things that don't look like buttons at all, this lets you take
more challenging missions and level up faster.

The weapon comparisons are a little hard to read, but all the weapons are basically equal so it's just up to your fighting style.

Another non-obvious thing is that you can remove gems from clothes.

And finally the story is a bit "much" with everyone wanting to do "it" with everyone else at the drop of a hat, but if you can get
over that, it's quite fun.. I was very surprised when the game suddenly ended, because it felt so abrupt. There isn't much to say
about it: there is no coherent story, there are no interesting characters, there are very few situations when you really have to
consider every option. Maybe it was my bad luck, but I could hardly make anyone fall in love with my character (despite all my
effort). The original idea of the game sounds fresh and promising, but in the end it looks like a wasted opportunity.
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